Introduction {#sec1}
============

The field of psychometrics has historically distinguished between the item response processes underlying the assessment of non-cognitive constructs and cognitive constructs ([@ref87]; [@ref98]). Early on, this led to the development of two different types of measurement models. We will discuss the core differences in later sections; for now, it is sufficient to note that cognitive constructs were assessed with *dominance models* such as factor analyses and logistic item response theory (IRT) models. On the other hand, non-cognitive constructs were assessed with *ideal point models*. However, to date, the measurement models used for assessing non-cognitive constructs---including attitudes, affect, personality, and interests---have been based on dominance models originally developed for cognitive constructs. In this paper, we trace the reasons for this and show how this historical distinction still holds relevance for psychology. We present theoretical and practical reasons for the continued development of ideal point measurement models and discuss future areas for research.

Non-cognitive Assessments: Past to Present Application of Ideal Point Models {#sec2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Historically, cognitive and non-cognitive assessments were developed with a recognition that there were marked distinctions in how individuals made responses to assessment items ([@ref92]; [@ref21]). Dominance models were developed for assessing cognitive ability constructs because it was assumed that higher cognitive ability level would lead to a monotonically increasing probability of a higher score. Indeed, the term "dominance" was coined by [@ref15] to express how individuals with higher trait levels invariably dominate or overcome assessment items by correctly answering them. The presumption of a dominance model is reflected in the use of factor analysis for cognitive ability ([@ref87]), which conforms to the dominance assumption. Within the field of psychometric testing, other types of dominance models stemming from Thurstone's descriptive plots of response curves for the Binet-Simon test ([@ref95]) were also developed within the IRT framework, including cumulative normal ogive and logistic IRT models ([@ref3]).

Ideal point measurement models, or ideal point models, were initially developed for non-cognitive constructs ([@ref15]). Unlike dominance models, the response curve in ideal point models is assumed to be nonmonotonic with respect to the latent trait. This can be seen in the assessment of attitudes: [@ref98] proposed the use of an ideal point model within which a higher latent level on the trait was not necessarily monotonically related to the probability of a higher observed score. Instead, the probability of respondents selecting the highest observed score option for a given item would be a function of their latent trait level *matching* the item level ([@ref69]). Individuals whose latent trait level is either too far above or below the item location would be less likely to express strong endorsement. A substantive example would be political attitudes where individuals tend to endorse (or agree most strongly with) items that reflect their political views. Having a higher latent level would not necessarily lead to a higher observed score on a political statement. Instead, a statement is endorsed to the extent that it is closest to the latent trait level so that political moderates would tend to most strongly endorse more moderate political statements, but less strongly endorse statements reflecting more extreme positions along the latent continuum.

Despite this seminal distinction, the use of Likert-type scaling and reverse scoring has obviated the use of more complicated ideal point scoring procedures in which items all had to be scaled based on participant ratings prior to scoring ([@ref95], [@ref96],[@ref97]). Through the use of Likert-type scaling (e.g., 1 -- "strongly disagree" to 5 -- "strongly agree"), reverse-scoring scale items on the opposite end of the construct continuum (i.e., reverse-worded items), and excluding middling items on the continuum, one can more simply summate the ratings to produce a reliable score that distinguishes individuals on attitudes---and other non-cognitive constructs ([@ref47]). This convenience in scoring led to the decline of the ideal point model and the greater use of dominance models for assessing attitudes ([@ref7]; [@ref82]) and also other non-cognitive constructs such as personality ([@ref48]; [@ref100]). To the present day, most of the measurement models applied to non-cognitive constructs rest on dominance response assumptions.

Nevertheless, ideal point type measurement models have been developed over time due to historical interest ([@ref108]; [@ref1]). The most recent generalizable model that allows for the parameterization of the width and peak of the ideal point IRT curves is the Generalized Graded Unfolding Model (GGUM) by [@ref69]. The development of accompanying statistical approaches and software for estimating the GGUM and scoring individuals has also lowered the barriers for applying these models to non-cognitive constructs ([@ref67], [@ref68]; [@ref70]; [@ref71]). These advancements now enable researchers to apply these models to a variety of non-cognitive constructs. But are there theoretical and substantive benefits of applying ideal point models to non-cognitive constructs? Are there downsides to applying dominance models to non-cognitive constructs?

Consequences of Applying Dominance Models to Non-cognitive Constructs {#sec3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

At present, the extant literature suggests that applying dominance models to non-cognitive constructs leads to mixed evidence for effects and confusion in two areas: dimensionality of bipolar constructs and curvilinear relationships between positive constructs and positive outcomes. First, ideal point modeling makes a critical difference in uncovering the unidimensionality of bipolar, non-cognitive constructs. It has been mathematically shown that the inappropriate application of dominance modeling (i.e., principal components analysis) to ideal point response data leads to the recovery of two components instead of one component, the second of which is a spurious factor reflecting the item response process ([@ref19]). This may not be too surprising if one considers that individuals whose latent trait level is in the middle of the continuum (e.g., moderates on a political attitude scale) would tend to co-endorse items located close to and on either side of the middle of the continuum, leading to a smaller-than-perfect (negative) correlation between the two ends of the continuum. This may be mistakenly modeled as two components or factors rather than a single bipolar continuum using a dominance approach.

How might incorrectly modeling bipolar non-cognitive constructs with dominance methods affect substantive research? As identified by [@ref32], one of the longest standing controversies in psychology for over 50 years is the bipolarity of affect---whether happiness and sadness are two orthogonal factors or if they are part of a single bipolar factor ([@ref6]). Based primarily on factor analytic evidence, many researchers have held to the idea that happiness and sadness are orthogonal ([@ref103]; [@ref8]; [@ref46]). However, others hold to the theoretical idea that happiness and sadness fall on a bipolar continuum ([@ref73]). Recent research on this issue suggests that individuals use an ideal response process when responding to emotion indicators ([@ref91]). Moreover, because individuals tend to be in the middle of the bipolar continuum, they more strongly endorse indicators in the middle of the continuum (e.g., both "slightly unhappy" and "slightly happy"). This leads to attenuation of the correlation between happy and sad and also results in non-negligible co-endorsements of happiness and sadness ([@ref94]).

Second, there is an emerging interest within psychology in detecting curvilinear effects ([@ref12]), especially between theoretically positive predictors and outcomes ([@ref31]; [@ref61]). Yet, the support for curvilinear effects has been mixed. For example, [@ref11] found in a review of the literature that just under half of the studies investigating the curvilinear (i.e., inverted U-shape) relationship between conscientiousness and job performance found empirical support for the effect, but all of these studies used a dominance model scoring (e.g., sum scores). They further showed using data collected from consulting firms that ideal point model scoring revealed curvilinear relationships between conscientiousness and various job performance measures more often (100%) than dominance model scoring (37.5 and 75%).

[@ref13] similarly found that curvilinear relationships between conscientiousness and well-being measures (i.e., life satisfaction, positive and negative affect, job satisfaction, and work stress) were detected more often using ideal point model scoring compared to dominance model scoring. These results indicate that one reason why there is such mixed evidence for curvilinear effects is due to the misapplication of dominance models when scoring non-cognitive constructs that respondents may be responding to using an ideal point process. One should note however that research using ideal point and dominance models to assess curvilinear relations has also at times not found practical differences ([@ref105]).

Simulation work has also found that when data followed an ideal point model, the application of ideal point models demonstrated higher power and greater accuracy in estimates of curvilinear effects as compared to dominance approaches ([@ref10]). It is also important to note that ideal point models can also be misapplied---to data where respondents are responding using a dominance process. [@ref12] found in simulation studies that when ideal point scoring was applied to simulated data reflecting a dominance response process that errors in detecting curvilinearity occurred. Specifically, they found high Type 2 errors: under conditions where there was no curvilinear relationship, ideal point scoring led to the positive values for the curvilinear effect coming back as statistically significant under two-tailed tests. More recent work by [@ref10] suggests that ideal point models may still be able to be as powerful and accurate as dominance models when applied to larger sample sizes of around 2,000 individuals. This is likely due to the more general form of the ideal point model as compared to dominance models.

The emerging benefits of ideal point measurement models for non-cognitive constructs has led to a resurgence of interest on this topic, but also new questions. What are the theoretical foundations of an ideal point response process for non-cognitive constructs? Based on this theoretical framework, when can we expect ideal point response processes to most likely occur? Are there practical consequences of misrepresenting the ideal point response process? Addressing these questions can provide a roadmap for psychometric research in non-cognitive constructs.

Theoretical Framework Underlying Ideal Point Response Models {#sec4}
------------------------------------------------------------

Issues regarding validity have been significant in the field of psychometrics ([@ref16]). This is because the assumptions made about the theoretical constructs we seek to measure can fundamentally affect the validity of the types of measurement models used and how such scores are interpreted ([@ref4], [@ref5]). Consequently, it is necessary to unpack the theoretical differences between cognitive and non-cognitive constructs and their assessment. In discussing these differences, we do not intend to make philosophical claims about the fundamental nature of these constructs *per se* ([@ref4]). In a similar fashion to formative and reflective constructs, which seek to understand the relationship between indicators and constructs ([@ref22]), we seek to unpack why and how the relationship between indicators and constructs is better understood either in a dominance (i.e., "S" shaped response curve) or ideal point response (i.e., inverted-"U" response curve) fashion. We draw on past theoretical work to develop an integrative framework ([@ref92]; [@ref91]). This framework is summarized in Table [1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, which we hope can provide a roadmap for these issues.

###### 

Key distinctions between cognitive and non-cognitive constructs.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                               Cognitive                                      Non-cognitive                                                                         Areas for future research
  -------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Characteristic definition                    Maximal performance behaviors                  Self-reported typical behaviors                                                       What types of non-cognitive constructs display the strongest ideal point response processes?

  Goal of assessment                           To capture psychological threshold or limits   To capture habitual characteristics, typical modes of action, or descriptive states   Do individuals perceive these assessment goals and how do they relate to ideal point responding?

  Ideal output of high assessment motivation   Maximum capacity                               Maximum accuracy                                                                      What types of assessment situations (e.g., high stakes vs. low stakes; high motivation vs. low motivation) lead to more ideal point response processing?

  Meaning of construct continuum               Difficulty                                     Location                                                                              ---

  Polarity                                     Unipolar                                       Unipolar or bipolar                                                                   To what extent does the polarity of construct impact the response process used?

  Item response process and model              Hurdle algorithm\                              Matching algorithm\                                                                   Are there intraindividual ways to assess the use of a hurdle or matching algorithm?
                                               Dominance models                               Ideal point models                                                                    
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Characteristic Definitions {#sec5}

Before we discuss how response processes differ between cognitive and non-cognitive constructs, it is important to provide greater clarity on the classes of constructs for which dominance and ideal point response processes are most likely to occur. While cognitive and non-cognitive constructs are used as first approximations in nomenclature, the labels of "maximal performance behaviors" and "self-reported typical behaviors," respectively, more precisely capture the distinctive essence of these types of constructs ([@ref92]; [@ref91]). The approach to assessing maximal performance behaviors is one that presents challenges to individuals in the form of test items to ascertain their maximum ability. For cognitive constructs, the assessments are meant to challenge individuals to their psychological thresholds or limit. This is a common occurrence in cognitive ability tests. By contrast, the approach of assessing self-reported typical behaviors is one that presents opportunities to individuals to agree or disagree to descriptive statements as is frequently encountered in non-cognitive construct measures. The goal of this type of assessment is to capture habitual characteristics, typical modes of actions, or descriptive states.

One reason for using the terms maximal performance and self-reported typical behaviors as characteristic definitions is that cognitive and non-cognitive constructs can be construed and assessed in formats/situations that may not produce distinct dominance or ideal point response processes. Dimensions of cognitive ability can be, and has been, assessed in a non-cognitive self-report manner (e.g., self-report spatial ability; [@ref36]). Similarly, non-cognitive constructs can be assessed in a manner that is analogous to performance (e.g., moral ability; [@ref66]). Another reason is that there are cognitive and non-cognitive constructs that fall out of the purview of the dominance and ideal point response models, such as constructs that are either implicit by definition or best assessed using indirect methods and thus less explicitly processed during assessment ([@ref33]; [@ref39]). This characteristic definition can help researchers understand how only some types of cognitive or non-cognitive constructs (and related assessment procedures) are most likely to produce different types of response processes. For the rest of the paper, while the terms maximal performance and self-reported typical behavior constructs are more precise, for the sake of simplicity and consistency, we will generally refer to them as cognitive and non-cognitive constructs, respectively.

### Ideal Output of High Participant Motivation {#sec6}

The difference in characteristic definitions of and goals of assessment for cognitive and non-cognitive constructs (capturing psychological limits versus tendencies, respectively) leads to corresponding differences in the ideal output of assessment. At the outset, the definitions of maximal performance behaviors and self-reported typical behaviors used above to characterize cognitive and non-cognitive constructs should not be confused with maximal performance and typical performance ([@ref75]). In speaking of maximal performance and typical performance, we are discussing different motivational *levels*, which produce peak performance as compared to daily performance. However, with maximal performance behaviors and self-reported typical behaviors, we are assuming here similarly high motivational levels during the assessments that produce distinct motivational outputs. For cognitive constructs, high motivation produces *maximum capacity* to overcome test items, whereas for non-cognitive constructs high motivation produces *maximum accuracy* to agree or disagree to self-descriptive statements.

We recognize that high participant motivation may not necessarily lead to maximum capacity or maximum accuracy for cognitive and non-cognitive constructs, respectively; these represent the ideal outputs to produce the expected response processes. For non-cognitive constructs, which are of primary interest, there are testing situations in which high motivation may potentially lower accuracy. For example, in high-stakes testing situations, individuals may view assessment items as performance-based assessments, which could reduce an ideal point response process and shift response processes to be more dominance-like (cf. [@ref58]). Perhaps a distinction should be made between high motivations to follow assessment directions as opposed to engage in impression management. Indeed, it is likely that in situations in which self-presentation bias or faking occurs, the response processes may change. Another implication is that in assessment situations where there is low motivation to complete a non-cognitive assessment, we may not find strong ideal point response processes as individuals are not motivated to be accurate. Therefore, the kind and level of motivation could be moderators for the response process.

### Meaning of Construct Continuum {#sec7}

A difference between cognitive and non-cognitive constructs is that the construct continuum reflects different underlying meanings. For cognitive constructs, the continuum reflects varying levels of *difficulty* in the sense that the nature of these constructs usually requires an individual to harness resources to produce a correct response and demonstrate maximal performance. This is reflected in the use of the term "item *difficulty* parameters" in IRT models when assessing constructs requiring performance ([@ref78]; [@ref23]; [@ref50]; [@ref30]; [@ref18]). For non-cognitive constructs, the construct continuum is better understood as various *locations*, since the "correct" response is simply that which most accurately reflects one's position along the latent trait. This is reflected in the references to "item *location* parameters" when IRT is applied to non-cognitive constructs ([@ref64]; [@ref62]; [@ref101]; [@ref29]; [@ref104]; [@ref107]; [@ref63]).

### Polarity {#sec8}

Another feature that distinguishes the construct continuum for cognitive constructs is the construct poles ([@ref91]). Cognitive construct poles are unipolar, ranging from low to high and implying absolute absence to presence of a latent trait, respectively. Unipolarity is also reflected in how cognitive ability assessment indicators are not reverse scored. On the other hand, non-cognitive construct poles can be unipolar or bipolar. Bipolar constructs---or constructs that are assessed in a bipolar manner---construe the construct poles as assessing a construct on one end and its opposite on the other and are seen in multiple areas of non-cognitive construct assessment, including personality (e.g., "fearful, apprehensive" to "relaxed, unconcerned, cool" \[Neuroticism-anxiousness\]; [@ref77]; [@ref56]), attitudes (e.g., "bad" to "good"; [@ref24]), and affect (e.g., negative affect to positive affect; [@ref74]). This particular issue is important since ideal point models were primarily developed in the context of bipolar attitudinal research ([@ref98]). Within this context, ideal point models arguably provide a straightforward way to scale items and individuals. In contrast, it is difficult to use dominance models to scale individuals along the length of the bipolar continuum because Likert-type scaling and reverse scoring of items lead to the removal of items located near the middle of the continuum. By extension, it is likely that individuals will demonstrate more of an ideal point response process with bipolar constructs that have items along the continuum as shown in past research ([@ref92]; [@ref94]).

### Item Response Process and Models {#sec9}

Given the aforementioned issues/factors, some have proposed that the item response processes underlying cognitive and non-cognitive constructs reflect a hurdle algorithm and a matching algorithm, respectively ([@ref91]). These algorithms are general descriptive processes of how individuals engage with scale items. The hurdle algorithm of response process likens assessment items to hurdles to overcome, which is common in cognitive ability assessments, resulting in the more appropriate use of dominance response models. The matching algorithm has been proposed for non-cognitive constructs and describes how individuals seek to implicitly or explicitly decide on whether the presented statement matches their trait level as modeled with ideal point response models. For example, an individual will decide on whether the statement "happy" fully matches their affective state---if they are too above (e.g., "elated") or below (e.g., "content"), there is not a full match and they will not have the highest probability of responding positively to the statement.

It is critical to note that these algorithms are fundamentally posited at the within-person level (see [@ref45]). We further posit that each and every individual engages in a similar hurdle or matching algorithm when responding to assessment items. Gathering within-person level data (e.g., pairwise comparisons or repeated assessments) would reveal individual response curves that have dominance or ideal point shapes. However, the current measurement models often used to infer these descriptive processes have generally used between-person level data. These are not necessarily commensurate and it is an empirical gap that needs to be addressed. The development of within-person models can more fully allow researchers to explore individual-level moderators of item response processes. For example, there is research suggesting that there are individual differences in how selective people are using words to describe emotions ([@ref2]). These differences in selectivity may affect the extent to which we observe ideal point responding.

Having reviewed the theoretical differences between cognitive and non-cognitive constructs, we now turn to a discussion of factors that affect whether respondents engage in the ideal point response process.

Factors That Influence Whether Respondents Engage in the Ideal Point Response Process {#sec50}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When respondents introduce systemic variance into their responses, they distort what would otherwise be an accurate portrayal of themselves. This is generally referred to as response effects ([@ref83]) or response bias ([@ref59]). We make a distinction between two general types of response effects and focus our discussion on two factors (i.e., ability and motivation) that shape the degree to which respondents engage in the ideal point response process when responding non-cognitive constructs items.

### Amotivated Response Effects {#sec10}

Within the literature on cognitive aspects of survey methodology ([@ref38]), [@ref43], [@ref44] proposed that respondents fall on a continuum of optimizing versus satisficing *response strategy* that describes the accuracy and thoroughness with which they engage in the four steps of cognitive processes (i.e., question comprehension, memory retrieval, judgment integration, and response selection; [@ref89]; [@ref99]) when formulating responses to items. The degree of satisficing respondents engaged in can parsimoniously explain the vast and varied empirical support for "amotivated" response effects: response order effects (e.g., primacy effects for first option on rating scale within range of preference), acquiescence effects (i.e., tendency to agree or endorse), nondifferentiation (straightlining or giving the same response across items), and part of the explanation for understanding the nature of "no opinion" options ([@ref44]). Three factors, each with their own multiple contributing factors, influence the degree of optimization: task difficulty (e.g., affected by ability to interpret item), respondent ability (e.g., function of aptitude in doing complex mental tasks), and respondent motivation (e.g., including personal importance of the topic the item taps) ([@ref43]).

Thus, the more that a respondent engages in optimization rather than satisficing, the more we would expect their responses to reflect an ideal point response process when answering non-cognitive construct items. Indeed, a recent investigation of within-person response processes when responding to non-cognitive construct (i.e., attitude, affect, and personality) items showed that a) responses tended to consistently conform more to an ideal point model than a dominance model and b) those high in verbal ability or conscientiousness were more likely to engage in an ideal point response process ([@ref45]). As it relates to the factors leading to optimization in responding, verbal ability would represent respondent ability and also affect task difficulty, and conscientiousness would reflect motivation to perform well (i.e., thoroughly and accurately) on the task. These individual differences increase ideal point response process, perhaps because they aid in optimization.

### Motivated Response Effects {#sec11}

Social desirability bias or responding ([@ref59]; [@ref44]) is the tendency to give responses that reflect favorably on the respondent, whether consciously or unconsciously motivated ([@ref60]). Models of faking behavior in this area generally propose that faking is determined by ability and motivation to fake ([@ref86]; [@ref54], [@ref55]). Regarding ability to fake, knowledge about the nature of the construct being assessed (e.g., [@ref17]; [@ref54]), familiarity with what constitutes the criteria for a "good" response (e.g., job characteristics for which a personality test is being used as a selection tool; [@ref25]; [@ref49]; [@ref51]), and perhaps general or emotional intelligence ([@ref86]), as well as others (e.g., opportunity to fake, item transparency; [@ref55]) affect ability to fake. In terms of motivation to fake, things that theoretically or empirically increase motivation to fake include contextual factors such as administration in a high-stakes selection context; respondents' attitudes about faking; perceived subjective norms surrounding faking, including perceptions of others' behaviors and attitudes about faking, their willingness to fake, how competitive they are for a position, and of organizational fairness; expectancy regarding success; and importance of assessment outcome ([@ref86]; [@ref54]; [@ref55]; [@ref28]).

To the extent that these contextual and individual factors are present, we would expect to find greater prevalence of dominance response processes as compared to ideal point response processes. This is because individuals may view these self-reported typical behavior items as hurdles to overcome. As such, in high-stakes testing situations, past research has found qualified support of different response processes to personality data based on differential item functioning analysis ([@ref58]). This is not to say that ideal point models cannot be applied under such conditions as researchers have applied ideal point models to assess faking, as evidenced in shifts in the item location parameters ([@ref79]).

Review of Practical Implications {#sec12}
--------------------------------

The theoretical framework in the previous section provides a way for researchers to identify the key factors/issues associated with the ideal point measurement of non-cognitive constructs. Research has shown that ideal point measurement models fit well to the non-cognitive constructs of attitudes ([@ref72]), personality ([@ref88]), vocational interests ([@ref92]), and affect ([@ref94]). Yet, are ideal point measurement models truly needed apart from increasing measurement fidelity given the longstanding use of dominance measurement models for non-cognitive constructs? What are the practical implications of using ideal point models?

Connecting basic research with practices in applied research can be illustrative. Earlier research investigated whether rank ordering of personality scores changes with dominance and ideal point methods ([@ref88]). Both methods produced very similar scores as evidenced by the high correlations across different personality scales in the overall sample (*r's ≈* 0.98). [@ref88] suggested that one possible reason for this strong association is that current personality scales have been developed using dominance methods. Dominance methods for scale development, including the use of scale development statistics (e.g., item-total correlations), exclude middling items, which conform less well to ideal point response model assumptions. As a result, scoring methods may not yield very different scores.

However, the ideal point method scoring has serious practical implications in applied work, such as in employee selection in the work context. Further comparisons of the two scoring methods by [@ref88] revealed that while the overall sample may not have dramatically different scores, for some personality traits, the scores may dramatically differ when examining the top 100 ideal point scorers (out of 2,000), which is a typical selection scenario based on cutoff scores in personnel selection settings. In this subset, the dominance scores were actually negatively correlated (*r's ≈* −0.40) with the ideal point scores. This suggests that there may not be correspondence across the entire continuum between dominance versus ideal point scoring methods, particularly at the higher levels.

Indeed, [@ref11]; Study 3) used data collected from a consulting firm to compare ideal point-based scoring against a few dominance-based scoring methods. They used all scoring methods to a) calculate conscientiousness scores and used those scores to b) predict values in several job performance metrics using coefficients obtained from a prior study, c) ranked and selected the top 100 candidates on the basis of those predicted job performance metrics, and finally d) examined the incidence rates of different types of actual turnover for the individuals selected across the different job performance metrics as predicted from conscientiousness scores calculated from ideal point- versus dominance-based methods. They found that ideal point-based scoring models generally decreased the selection of individuals who turned over for reasons that would be harmful to the organization (e.g., person-environment fit, performance and behavioral issues, and job abandonment).

The practical implications of using ideal point models extend well beyond the work context. For example, ideal point models have been applied to the medical context to create a scale to measure the degree of control patients want to exercise in making treatment decisions when facing a serious illness (Control Preferences Scale; [@ref20]). Given that a patient likely has less knowledge about treatment options for their disease than their doctor, the patient may want to defer to them to some degree in treatment decisions. This consideration and its conceptualization as a preference implicate an ideal point model for this non-cognitive construct, and the resultant measure based on that model has applications to both theory and practice ([@ref20]) as a tool for measurement and clinical assessment. A measure that more accurately models patients' desire for control in healthcare decision-making has important consequences for both their health outcomes and their sense of agency.

Another critical area is the assessment of construct dimensionality. As mentioned earlier, past research has shown that misapplying dominance models (e.g., principal components analysis or factor analysis) to unidimensional bipolar scales leads to an additional spurious orthogonal factor ([@ref19]). This may be a significant methodological oversight that has led to psychological phenomena traditionally thought to be bipolar such as attitudes and affect being reconceptualized as bivariate ([@ref9]). Indeed, more recent research suggests that ideal point models more accurately model unidimensional bipolarity as in the case of affect ([@ref91]; [@ref94]). This is not to say that ideal point modeling is the sole reason or necessarily the most pervasive reason; but it is a significant factor that should be considered in construct dimensionality and construct validation work, especially for self-reported typical behaviors including attitudes, emotions, interests, and the like.

Future Directions {#sec13}
-----------------

There are several future directions for research on non-cognitive assessments with respect to ideal point models. One area of research is the continued development of ideal point measurement models. This would include developing generalized multidimensional ideal point measurement models for different response scales. Work has begun in this area for binary data ([@ref53]). Apart from developing these models, we also need to concomitantly develop ways (e.g., fit indices) to determine how well they fit the data (e.g., [@ref90]). Many fit indices in structural equation modeling and IRT have been developed based on dominance response models, which may not be as appropriate for non-cognitive constructs. Having robust models and methods will serve to encourage new scale development techniques and ways to evaluate scales (e.g., measurement equivalence; [@ref102]) that are based on ideal point response assumptions.

Another area of research is scale creation---or the development of scale creation tools and procedures based on ideal point models and principles ([@ref14]). Developments have been made to assess the unidimensionality of an ideal point continuum ([@ref34]), but more work will be needed to develop multidimensional assessments as an analog to factor analysis frequently used in scale creation and validation. Additionally, conventional reliability estimates rely on dominance assumptions that will require new forms accounting for ideal point model assumptions. The creation of ideal point scales and estimation of scale item parameters will also be instructive for setting priors in Bayesian estimation of ideal point models that are becoming more popular.

We also believe that the issue of assessing the bipolarity of non-cognitive constructs will become more important over time due to several factors. The rise of positive psychology and the introduction or emphasis of positive constructs ([@ref84]) has led to questions as to whether these are novel constructs or extensions of the old ([@ref85]; [@ref37]; [@ref41]; [@ref42]; [@ref57]; [@ref106]). In accordance with the rise of positive psychology, researchers are also increasingly interested in the differences and interplay between "bright" and "dark" traits ([@ref40]; [@ref65]; [@ref27]; [@ref26]; [@ref35]). Yet, there are similar questions as to whether these traits should be understood as parts of a common continuum or orthogonal dimensions. Psychology is also moving toward a greater emphasis on consolidating and replicating findings ([@ref80]; [@ref81]; [@ref52]), and we need to use methodologies appropriate for addressing issues of non-cognitive construct continua.

Continued work will also need to demonstrate when and whether there are practical consequences to applying dominance models to non-cognitive constructs. Based on our theoretical framework, we posit that there may be conditions in which there may be less ideal point responding, such as in high-stakes testing contexts. This would lead to less accurate self-descriptions of typical behavior. Examining the contextual factors that contribute to which item response process (i.e., hurdle vs. matching algorithm) is chosen is an important future line of research. Future research should also investigate if all non-cognitive constructs similarly evoke the hypothesized item response process. Implicit-type construct or those that tend to lead to biased responses, such as socially desirable constructs, may not lead to ideal point responding.

Ideal point modeling and measurement does not exist in a vacuum devoid of conceptual considerations. Rather it occurs in the broader context of understanding our constructs and the construct continua to which individuals are responding to. For example, individuals may not agree that they merely had a "good" day because they had a "terrific" day or conversely they had an "average" day. Accurately applying ideal point models and developing ideal point models require a deeper understanding of the full span of a construct continuum, what its poles are (at both the high and low end) and what is the nature of the continuum (e.g., frequency, intensity, etc.). More recent conceptual work has proposed the concept of *continuum specification* in construct validity and validation where researchers will need to better define and operationalize constructs explicitly with regard to their continua ([@ref76]; [@ref93]).

Conclusion {#sec14}
==========

The goal of our paper has been to promote the use of ideal point models for non-cognitive assessments or measures of self-reported typical behaviors. To this end, we have provided a historical and theoretical backdrop for ideal point response processes and models. We then provided an integrative framework for understanding why ideal point models are most appropriate for non-cognitive constructs. Finally, we reviewed the potential practical consequences of not accounting for the ideal point response processes in our measurement models. It is our hope that it has become clear that ideal point models may be more ideal for non-cognitive construct assessment than dominance models and that this recognition spurs continued advancements in this cutting edge area of psychometric research.
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